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Generation Y in the Workplaces Emily Thatcher in the article how those 

millennials will make the workplace better for every one recons on the 

changes expected in the corporate society in the near future. In fact, she 

demonstrates that the change is already with us by the behaviour of the 

Generation Y. Parents to this generation have raised their children as their 

friends and peers, which gives them the confidence to ask for whatever they 

require. In the workplace, they believe in having the best as everyone else 

even if they have more experience. In addition, they believe that their 

opinions and ideas count as everyone else. I believe that the corporate 

society will have to change to accommodate generation y since they need 

new and young blood to operate optimally. 

I agree with Thatcher that the future of American workforce is brighter. The 

days of richest Americans getting richer for doing less with the middle class 

doing all the work and getting less earnings for it are ending. A new 

generation have learnt to take their extracurricular skills seriously such that 

they can create jobs for themselves. In addition, many will not do a job they 

hate just to be employed. They would rather stay in their parent’s houses 

doing nothing because their parents can provide for them. To them, the 

world provides enormous opportunities and they have to choose the best. In 

the 21st century, advancement in technology has empowered many and 

they would want the companies they work for adopt these technology. In 

conclusion, generation y understands the easier options of carrying out 

business and will not bow to old complex methods. Companies will have to 

adopt easier options to accommodate them, making it easier for the existing 

workforce. 
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